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I look at the bewildered faces of male children, the fanatic faces of the igniters, the dull faces
of the media men and ask: Do they read? In the name of that most philosophical religion
whose opening injunction is ‘read’? (Gayatri Spivak responding to images of the burning of
The Satanic Verses in Bradford, 1989)1
Half of them haven’t even read the bloody book! (anonymous ‘Bengali media executive from
East London’ responding to protesters against the filming of Brick Lane, 2006)2
Common sense tells us there are many ways to read a book, but cultural critics have proved themselves
poorly equipped to make sense of the different practices of reading that emerge when books become
controversies. During times of trouble, undeclared hierarchies of reading and readers surface that
leave recent advances in the study of cultural production and consumption at an impasse. Conjectures
on world literature, wandering audiences and nomadic critics, the rapid extension and increased
efficiency of print and digital technologies, the much touted decline of the book, the rise of the global
literary marketplace: all pose important new questions around reading. But within these debates,
discourses and acts of ‘not reading’ and the accompanying concern about ‘non-readers’ have yet to be
adequately explained. Recent book controversies oblige us to answer questions about the meaning of
not reading because it is through this category that their significance is frequently produced, explained
or dismissed. When someone becomes or does not become a reader, making a claim to this kind
of identity (and indeed the refusal to recognise it) clearly matters within globalised cultures, where
the challenges of literary representation quickly become problems of cultural misrepresentation.
Yet precisely because not reading would appear to amount to nothing, its significance remains
unexplored. Contrary to this logic, we argue below that, far from mere negation, not reading is an
intensely productive site of cross-cultural negotiation and conflict without which the contemporary
significance of global readerships and reading acts makes only partial sense.
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In order to trace the conjunctural and multiple meanings of not reading, this essay explores
the embattled reception surrounding Monica Ali’s novel, and its adaptation into film, between
the years 2003 and 2006. To make sense of the controversy that emerged around this text and
to understand the circumstances under which it arose, we look first at the recently emerging
meanings of ‘not reading’, and then, following Igor Kopytoff ’s wish for ‘the cultural biography
of things’,3 we consider the social life of Ali’s Brick Lane, and its prefigurement in the Rushdie
Affair. We move from here to pursue more precisely the conflicted articulations of ‘not reading
Brick Lane’ within the national and international print and electronic media. Finally, we locate
not reading within a longer history of book controversies that is overshadowed by the Rushdie
Affair. Throughout the essay we argue that considering how one mass-produced book becomes
the subject of contestation within a globalising multi-media context demands two forms of
analysis - reception studies and biographical approaches to texts. In tandem, these modes of
study offer an opportunity to move beyond the book and to understand the cultural processes
of not reading that transform a book into a controversy. Further, we will show that it is only
when we redefine our notions of modes of reading that we catch a glimpse of the multiple and
clashing ways that we learn to live with books today. Our discussion begins by considering what
is at stake in the elusive term ‘not reading’, and why this term might be meaningful to a broader
political conception of reading within the current conjuncture.
NOT READING
We know how to read texts, now let’s learn how not to read them4
According to the latest UNESCO statistics tracking book production across seventy-eight
countries, just over one million new books appear annually.5 Within this context Gabriel Zaid
has argued that:
Books are published at such a rapid rate [a new book every thirty seconds] that they make
us exponentially more ignorant. If a person read a book every day, he would be neglecting
to read four thousand others, published the same day.6
If Zaid’s statistics ask us to accept the necessary and inevitable rise of readerly ‘ignorance’ - of not
reading - the controversial cultural flash points created by individual texts force us to question
the nature of that ignorance. Pierre Bayard takes Zaid’s provocation a step further when he
suggests ‘[t]his encounter with the infinity of available books offers a certain encouragement
not to read at all’.7 Similarly, if somewhat less whimsically, Franco Moretti has proposed that
within academic contexts, not reading might be a solution, rather than a problem, when faced
with the abundance of world literature:
Many people have read more and better than I have … but still, we are talking of hundreds
of languages and literatures here. Reading ‘more’ seems hardly to be the solution … there are
thirty thousand nineteenth-century British novels out there, forty, fifty, sixty thousand - no one
really knows, no one has read them, no one ever will. And then there are French novels, Chinese,
Argentinian, American . . . Reading ‘more’ is always a good thing, but not the solution.8
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Abandoning the notion of the well-read literary specialist, Moretti proposes ‘distant reading’ as
a means of learning how not to read books, so that the production of novels as a world system
might be comprehended. Abstinence from (close) reading will allow critics to stand back so that
a more complete, planetary picture of literary production can emerge. While Zaid suggests not
reading is an inevitable by-product of literary overproduction, and Bayard that it is an end in
itself, Moretti’s counter intuitive argument offers not reading as a positive strategy for making
sense of books.
We share Moretti’s sense of the need for a more systematic understanding of how novels
circulate, but depart from his pursuit of literary form, in order to pursue what Tony Bennett
calls ‘reading formations’, formations we suggest are irreducible to literary aesthetics alone.9
If Moretti’s distant reading offers innovative strategies for the contemporary literary critic
consumed by close textual analysis, it has little to tell us about the more mundane, less
‘disciplined’ instances of not reading beyond the academy. His assumption that ‘we know how
to read texts’ seems premature in certain respects, unless we accept it speaks solely to a trained
readership of literary critics. This is not a criticism of Moretti, who was clearly in no doubt as to
the audience for his epic five volume, Il Romanzo.10 But it helps us to clarify the fact that, where
Moretti calls for us (academics) to ‘learn how not to read’, we are more precisely interested in the
meanings and uses of not reading as they circulate in daily discourse, and the forms of readerly
identity that emerge in these contexts. For all its breathtaking scope, the positivism of Moretti’s
Maps, Graphs, Trees11 cannot calibrate these other meanings of not reading because such activity
appears to be beyond measure so far as empirical, quantitative data is concerned.12
If reading itself constitutes an irrecoverable act amounting to what Diane Elam calls
‘nothingness’,13 then how is not reading to be registered? What does it look like?14 Why might it
be significant? Given its less-than-nothingness, its apparent negation of any kind of response, it
is not surprising that not reading has tended to slide below the radar of reception theory and
audience studies.15 Nevertheless, we would argue that not reading is more usefully thought of
as a particular kind of discursive engagement with cultural objects that is always meaningful,
productive of meaning, in excess of nothing. Our concern in what follows is with the way the terms
‘reading’ and ‘not reading’, and ‘readers’ and ‘non-readers’ get discursively mobilised during the
controversies that surrounded them. In short, the distinctions we make below are not ultimately
about who is a reader and who is not, but how and why forms of engaging with these texts come
to be labelled in this way. This approach is not only analytically necessary if we accept the lessthan-nothingness of not reading, it allows us to speak about these controversies without merely
reproducing the either/or and us/them situations that have characterised such disputes.16
One way to understand our argument here is to recognise that not reading should be seen as
a relational label that is ultimately inseparable from reading. It is also a hotly contested site that
is used by both sides in the generation of hierarchies and distinctions between legitimate and
illegitimate responses or positions. When the terms ‘reading’ and ‘not reading’ are invoked they are
never spontaneous, or innocent terms, however heated the context in which they occur: they carry
with them a heavy freight of prior connotations that are closely bound up with ‘cultural capital’
and the reproduction of social divisions between ‘endowed’ and ‘unendowed’ spectators.17
Reading - both the ability and the practice - is not a value-free way of getting information,
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but instead is highly esteemed. Unlike most ways we receive cultural information - listening,
viewing - reading is a respected activity in and of itself (a fact that undoubtedly leads to
considerable over-reporting of reading) … the United States boasts about being ‘a nation
of readers’. Reading is a highly respected activity over and above utilitarian uses.18
For the same reasons, not reading is a taboo or stigmatised subject that has become bound up
with wider cultural anxieties in recent years.19 The last decade has seen a growing concern in
Europe and America over the apparent decline of reading and rise of ignorance. The number
of books borrowed from UK libraries dropped by 36 per cent between 1993-2003, while the
use of other library media grew, prompting events such as the ‘National Year of Reading’ in
2008.20 Meanwhile, in the United States, the publication of a series of ‘National Endowment
for the Arts’ reports21 articulated, and helped to promote, a broader national anxiety about the
rise of the non-reader:
The story the data tell is simple, consistent, and alarming. Although there has been
measurable progress in recent years in reading ability at the elementary school level, all
progress appears to halt as children enter their teenage years. There is a general decline in
reading among teenage and adult Americans. Most alarming, both reading ability and the
habit of regular reading have greatly declined among college graduates.22
The recent proliferation of reading groups and book clubs (a formation, incidentally, that heartily
embraced Ali’s debut novel) in Anglo-American culture has been presented in this context as an
attempt to shore up national readerships against the prospect of not reading.23 Yet, evidence we
have gathered from discussions among book group members themselves serves to complicate any
straightforward division between readers and non-readers along the lines already suggested.24
Listening to these book group discussions supports Bayard’s demand that ‘in the case of books
we have supposedly read, we must consider just what is meant by reading, a term that can refer
to a variety of practices’.25 Here, practices of reading cannot be described as comprehensive,
and book group discussion often shows members accounting for their reading practices.26 For
example, an unusually common response is to acknowledge not having read the selected text,
or having read it only partially, as do these following participants in book group discussions of
Brick Lane: ‘I just skipped over pages because there was such a lot of description’; ‘I enjoyed
it better second time, first time I think I just skipped through it’; ‘I’m afraid I skipped a lot of
them [referring to Hasina’s letters in Brick Lane]’.
What these ‘skipping’ readers begin to reveal is a set of discourses relating to not reading
that are strategically deployed in book group talk and, we would hazard, in contemporary
culture at large. As the words ‘I’m afraid’ in the quotation above suggests, book group members
inadvertently highlight the largely implicit value judgements, distinctions and hierarchies with
which reading and not reading are bound up. Not reading in all its guises is a practice which is
frequently accompanied by the discursive production of morality - through value judgements that
constitute what we call the moral accountability of not reading. What Harvey Sacks calls ‘the moral
groundings of ordinary discourse’27 have been elaborated by a number of researchers investigating
‘the reflexive embeddedness of the moral, the conceptual and the practical in each other’.28 When
we turn to book group discussions, our corpus of data shows how participants locally manage the
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act of ‘not reading’ as a morally accountable behaviour. ‘Not reading’ in a book group context is
arguably an activity which is at odds with the identity category ‘book group member’ and for this
reason is invariably accompanied by accounts which either involve apologies or justifications for the
practice of ‘not reading’ and which are therefore suggestive of what the normative obligations of
a ‘book group member’ are seen to be. This morally implicative membership identity is explicitly
articulated in the following two quotations from book group participants who have been struggling
to complete Zadie Smith’s White Teeth (a novel frequently twinned with Brick Lane):
I forced myself to read that book; had I not been reading it for the book group, I would
have packed it in long ago. It took me a solid month of just labouring and I never enjoyed
one little bit of it.
							
yes I just finished it and it was out of a sense of pure duty that made me read to the end.
Across these accounts, a distinction can be made between non-readers who simply don’t
complete or read only partially, and therefore whose accounts are accompanied by apologies
or ‘confessions’ (‘I must confess White Teeth I still have to get beyond page 1’; ‘I only got to 108 to
be honest’ [emphases added]), and those readers who make a positive choice not to read based
on their judgement of the artistic worth or engaging qualities of the text (‘I read it a year ago,
started reading it a year ago, read about half of it, just thought mm no I just it’s too dreary is
their life. I like escapist stuff ’; ‘I just thought she was trying too hard to be clever and it was quite
rambly. I didn’t actually finish it … and I was like it didn’t inspire me to sit up late and try and
finish it’). Interestingly, some of these justifications are also prefaced by apologies, signalling the
awareness of the speaker that ‘not reading’ at some level breaches the moral order of the event.
In these accounts of ‘not reading’, speakers invoke two kinds of discourses that accomplish moral
‘work’, both of which in their separate ways help to define the shared understanding of what it
means to be a ‘good reader’. The first assumes that the act of belonging to a book group carries
with it certain responsibilities to the group including the thorough reading and completion of
texts, which then bestows upon members the right to discuss these texts with authority. The
second assumes that books have a moral burden to prompt continued interest in the reader,
and that the critical ability to recognise their failure to do so also constitutes one of the moral
responsibilities of being ‘a book group member’ and by extension a ‘good reader’. The two
moral inflections of this discursive trace of not reading can, we shall see, also be encountered,
albeit in more vigorous, emphatic and political terms, in a variety of discourses surrounding the
reception of Brick Lane (and also the Rushdie ‘affair’). For critics of the Brick Lane protesters,
sympathetic both to Ali’s work and to the principle of freedom of expression, not reading is an
act of ignorance and irresponsibility. For the protestors themselves, the moral burden is placed
on the book itself and failure to recognise the primacy of this fact is ‘bad reading’.
Like ‘doing nothing’, ‘not reading’ is in fact many things: a label that conceals ‘intense
activity’ but which contains no fixed value or prescribed political content.29 Not reading might
take varied forms (e.g. a lack of purchasing power, or a display of bibliographic cultural capital),
have differing symptoms (e.g. illiteracy, or wilful rejection) and have contradictory effects (e.g.
resistance, or apathy). Within book controversies these discrepancies often take distinct shapes.
Detecting acts of not reading can become a means of identifying extreme and unreasonable
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behaviour, a connection identified in this Leader from The Guardian:
By their own admission, most of the angry marchers did not read the novel [Brick Lane] from
which it [the film] is (faithfully) adapted. Like the Satanic Verses book burnings nearly 20 years
ago, this appears to be the ignorant getting outraged about the artistic and the acclaimed.30
Alternatively making a claim to not read can become an expression of a desirable and principled
identity, for example Benizar Bhutto’s claim during the Rushdie Affair: ‘Because I am a Muslim,
I have not read it’.31 Furthermore, Bhutto’s refusal - made as a particular kind of believer
distancing herself from the sacrilegious - is only one articulation of the complicated relationship
between reading and the religious. While religiosity has historically been a powerful force for
the expansion of literacy and reading (such as in the development of Islamic education, or the
translation of the Bible into European vernacular languages), religions have also encouraged
particular forms of reading available to their believers, most conspicuously in emphases on
group rote learning in contrast to reading for subjective comprehension.32 In this latter respect,
opposition to reading can become aligned with religiosity (whether Christian or Islamic), as
against liberal secularism’s tradition of critical reading. Since the late 1980s, one connotation of
not reading can be found in the emergent discourses used to understand relations between Islam
and the West. For instance, a reference to not reading might be said to operate euphemistically
as another word for Muslim intransigence, irrationality, extremism. Not reading, in other words,
functions on one very important level as an index of fanaticism within contemporary discourse,
a fact supported even in quite recent histories of reading.33 Meanwhile, and mainly beyond the
media fanfare surrounding the fanatical figure of the non-reader, some Muslim commentators
have understood not reading as a marker of capitalist excess, (neo)colonialism and racism. As
we will see below, these ‘extreme’ connotations of not reading were solidified during the years
of the Rushdie Affair and re-activated during the Brick Lane controversy.
However, what follows is not an account of two different reading camps, with Muslim nonreaders on one side and Western readers on the other. The picture is much more complex than
this. Nor is it the case that a clear line can be drawn in the sand between readers and non-readers:
as Moretti’s identification of non-reading as a form of reading implies, such distinctions quickly
become untenable. Not reading might be best understood as part of a continuum of reading,
rather than reading’s opposite: partial reading, selective reading, sectional reading, readings
based on extracts, reviews and second hand information - these activities have all been labelled
‘not reading’ in book controversies. As it was played out during the reception of The Satanic Verses
and Brick Lane, not reading was understood either as an elected or an extreme response to the
work of art deemed distasteful, insulting, or blasphemous. Not reading here does not appear
from nowhere, but is, like more conventional reader response, premised on value judgements.
In this context, we share Daniel Allington’s sense that not reading and non-readers need to
be taken more seriously within the context of book controversies: ‘to focus exclusively on the
pronouncements of those who read books carefully would entirely misrepresent the place of
literature in the contemporary world; indeed, as so many comments on The Satanic Verses suggest,
non-readers and the non-reading of works are at least as important as readers and reading and
as much in need of theorization’.34
Available literary criticism on Brick Lane tends to suggest that a closer (sometimes corrective),
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more detailed and rigorous reading of Brick Lane is the best way to resolve the current stalemate
over the novel’s notably divided cultural reception, which has tended to be premised upon its
credentials as a realist novel. Thus Jane Hiddleston, Alistair Cormack, and John Marx expose how
the narrative genre of realism reveals its limits (Cormack), is ‘interrupted’ (Marx) or is staged as
contradictory (Hiddleston) in Brick Lane.35 Albeit in very different ways, these critics expose the
rhetorical (as opposed to the ‘real’) foundations of the novel and its literary self-consciousness.
For example, and while Hiddleston is unusually alert to the fact that understanding literature
‘as a process of formal experimentation belongs to a very particular reading community’, she
nevertheless persists with this approach because Brick Lane as a ‘social phenomenon’ has already
been dealt with.36 While Hiddleston is therefore aware that Brick Lane might be ‘read on two
levels’, this is ultimately explained by the novel’s formal rather than social complexity: it is the
text’s ‘ambivalent call to the reader to interpret it on two seemingly incompatible levels’ that
ultimately explains the divided reception of the novel.37 Existing readings, that conceive the
text either as uniquely revelatory or as grossly misrepresentative, can be counterposed with the
literary critic’s awareness of its implications as a literary experiment, a space where different
discourses and rhetorical strategies are juxtaposed and realigned.38
As productive as such readings might be when viewed on their own terms, as examples of
specialist literary criticism, they evoke an ideal reader suspiciously similar to their authors:
a reader whose task is ‘interpretation’ upon an apparently level playing field; a reader with
‘literary competence’;39 a reader invested in embracing ambivalence, multiple meanings and
incompatibility. Implicitly or explicitly, these readings foreclose further discussion of the ‘burden of
representation’ (that is, the tension between representation as artistic depiction and representation
as political delegation40) that came to surround the novel among mainstream audiences, and which
frame the text in realist terms.41 While the individual interpretations of these critics are plausible,
we suggest their logical outcome is to underestimate the cultural significance and complexity of
the reception of Brick Lane. Through their vigilant accounts of the novel itself, attention is diverted
from its wider ‘biography’ and circulation, to a forensic examination of the text’s formal qualities.
What if the slippage that Hiddleston evokes above between the real and its rhetorical construction
in the furore over Brick Lane was not premised on ‘misreading’, as available literary criticism seem
to assume, but had its basis in conceptions of not reading?42 Accounts of the extent to which Brick
Lane reproduces or departs from realism are less urgent in this context than an understanding of
the uses to which the text was being put. Monica Ali seems acutely aware of this fact when she seeks
to establish the veracity of her novel, less at the level of the text itself, than through its fraught
location between both readers and non-readers:
People sometimes ask me if I have been saddened by the reaction to the novel of people with
a Bangladeshi heritage. I explain that I have, over several years, had an overwhelmingly
positive response from people of Bangladeshi descent who have read Brick Lane, both in
London and around the world. I have a boxful of letters in which people tell me how this
character reminded them of that relative, and a number in which young women confide
their experience of arranged marriage.
These are people who have read the novel. But the majority, including perhaps most of the
protesters, haven’t. And I am aware that given the nature of the press coverage, and the
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rumours circulating that, for example, the film would show a leech falling into a curry pot in
a Brick Lane restaurant (which doesn’t happen in either novel or film), people who haven’t
read the book are now much more likely to feel hostile towards it. Those who don’t share
that feeling, given the reported undertone of violence in the campaign, are now all the more
unlikely to speak up. It was interesting to note in the press cuttings that any local residents
who questioned the demonstration’s importance were ‘unwilling to give their names’, though
the couple of ‘community leaders’ were entirely delighted to trumpet their own.43
Ali explicitly contrasts the attributes and activities of readers with non-readers, describing the
comments of readers as ‘positive’, and detailing their well-informed and ‘authentic’ responses
to the text. Non-readers, by contrast, are furnished with ‘rumoured’ and false contents of the
text (the responsibility for which resides with ‘the press’), which by implication fuels their
‘hostility’ and implicates them in a ‘violent’ campaign of protest in which they ‘trumpet’ (rather
than simply ‘give’) their names. Once again, the correspondences that emerge in Ali’s account,
between non readers, hostility and violence, are suggestive of the way not reading might be
operating euphemistically within the discourses around Brick Lane in the early years of the
twenty-first century. Unconsciously or otherwise, the kinds of fanaticism, rage, irrationality and
intransigence that not reading conjures, coincides with broader cultural concerns around the
Muslim circulating more liberally within contemporary public discourses. While it is beyond the
scope of this essay to chart the full imbrications between not reading and emergent discourses
of terrorism, the co-incidence between the years of the Brick Lane furore and a series of other
historical events (the invasion of Iraq, (20 March 2003), Madrid bombing (11 March 2004),
Murder of Theo van Gogh in Netherlands (2 November 2004), 7/7 bomb attacks (7 July 2005),
the Danish cartoons Affair (30 September 2005)) suggests a wider ‘regime of value’ is at stake in
distinctions between readers and non readers.44 We would argue this regime of value is ultimately
less embedded in the form of the novel than it is in the biography of the book
A BIOGRAPHY OF BRICK LANE
An engagement with the biographical journey of Brick Lane reveals that the controversial status
of the book (from its precocious success based on the submission of an incomplete manuscript,
to the offence it caused to the Bangladeshi community) was deeply embedded in representations
and discourses of reading/not reading.45 Tracing the full life cycle (to date) of this controversial
fiction reveals two key moments - or events - in the life of the book: its publication and its
adaptation into film, both of which created a controversy the British press named ‘the battle
of Brick Lane’.46 The second ‘battle’ was reported repeatedly by the Guardian, the Independent,
and BBC online news, and generated significant national coverage. In its international form,
reporting debunked the scale of the controversy: Aseem Chabra, writing for the Mumbai News
deflated its significance describing the sequence of events as a ‘Brick Lane brouhaha’.47 If it
was a media controversy, it was one that flashed up and then disappeared. Nevertheless, the
cultural, aesthetic and political ramifications of ‘the battles of Brick Lane’ should be taken
seriously because of what they signify in a wider set of meanings about reading and not reading,
including about ‘not reading’ as a marker of Muslim identity (in wider protesting contexts).
These ramifications are part of a set of emergent cultural and religious discourses that were
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perhaps initiated by The Satanic Verses, but have come to have a distinctive character. The range
of positions that were adopted in response to the Brick Lane/Brick Lane stand-off is instructive,
if difficult to resolve. This is because to make sense of the social life of the novel we are led to
questions about representation as an apolitical act of imagination, the role books might play as
quasi-political documents, the debate on the burdensome cultural duties of ‘minority’ writers,
charges of ethnic stereotyping, and the nature of public debate.
In the name of an object titled Brick Lane, lines were drawn about how to define, debate
and defend literary and cultural identities. Igor Kopytoff reminds us that ‘the hallmark of
commoditization is exchange’, earlier observing that ‘[w]hat is significant about the adoption of
alien objects - as of alien ideas - is not the fact that they are adopted, but the way they are culturally
redefined and put to use’.48 Although this emphasis on the ‘alien’ is potentially distracting erasing the ways that commoditisation (of even the most apparently foreign of objects) depends
on possibilities of cultural common ground for exchange - the stress on commoditisation as
a ‘process’ of cultural redefinition and reuse is instructive for our discussion of the changing
status of books. Brick Lane may become a commodity at the moment money changes hands
for a copy, but, following Kopytoff, we find that identifying this exchange alone cannot yield a
satisfactory narrative for the redefinitions and reuses of this multifaceted work. It is when we
view Brick Lane as a cultural object being reproduced within an extensive social framework of
cultural exchange that its controversial status comes most clearly into focus. Kopytoff offers a
model for his biographical approach:
The biography of a car in Africa would reveal a wealth of cultural data: the way it was
acquired, how and from whom the money was assembled to pay for it, the relationship of
the seller to the buyer, the uses to which the car is regularly put, the identity of its most
frequent passengers and of those who borrow it, the frequency of borrowing, the garages to
which it is taken and the owner’s relation to the mechanics, the movement of the car from
hand to hand over the years, and in the end, when the car collapses, the final disposition
of its remains. All of these details would reveal an entirely different biography from that of
a middle-class American, or Navajo, or French peasant car.49
Although we do not present here the cultural data to follow the life of a single copy of Brick
Lane, it is in the spirit of this model that we offer a biography of the cultural artefact, Brick Lane,
hoping, as Kopytoff does, that ‘biographies of things can make salient what might otherwise
remain obscure’.50 Our biography of Brick Lane exposes some of the multiple lives of this text
as its copies and versions were adopted, redefined, and put to use in the early years of the
twenty-first century.
In its pre-publication infancy, the story of Brick Lane was dominated by publishing price wars.
Reputedly having earned its author a £200,000 advance from Doubleday/Random House, the
yet-to-be published novel was linked to notions of newness and the author’s position as the next
literary sensation. To be named by Granta as one of the ‘Best Young British Novelists’ of the decade
on the basis of the manuscript of Brick Lane positioned the novel and the novelist as operating
within the norms of an elite literary culture.51 But even before the novel’s publication, the status of
the novel and its author were being contested. Maya Jaggi, a journalist for the Guardian, reported
that Ali’s publicist had rejected Jaggi as Ali’s interviewer for a feature in Guardian Weekend, due
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to what Jaggi described as ‘a genteel, twenty-first-century colour bar’.52 The publicist stated that
Ali ‘would like to be seen as a writer who is naturally concerned about issues surrounding race,
but who would also just like to be seen and judged as an interesting writer too’.53 By the first two
months of 2003, the story of Brick Lane - still unpublished - had become over-determined: it was
the tale of an unpublished mother of young children who had enthralled her publishers; it was
the tale of a savvy, media-connected writer accruing wealth and status within a London literary
establishment; it was the tale of a Bangladeshi-born author refusing to be determined by an
ethnic identity; it was the story of a publisher ‘anxious to safeguard authors from pigeonholing’
by refusing to position Ali alongside black and Asian media.54
When the novel was published in June 2003, it was reviewed positively across the UK’s national
media. However, behind the marketing trail two further stories were emerging: one engaged
with the novel’s topographical title and the second engaged with the modern reading practices
of book groups. Set predominantly on an anonymous housing estate in Tower Hamlets, albeit
within walking distance of Brick Lane, the title’s (non) correspondence to a particular locale,
and the subsequent wrangling over the name of the book, became part of the press coverage
of Brick Lane.55 Ali originally submitted her debut novel under the title Seven Seas and Thirteen
Rivers. Her UK publishers, Doubleday, renamed it Brick Lane, a title that was nearly rejected
in favour of Ali’s original by the US publishers, Scribner, who feared it would not translate to
a North American audience likely to ask ‘Brick where?’.56
Although it did not emerge in the press until later in the year, on Brick Lane in the east end
of London, some residents and traders were beginning to complain about Brick Lane’s apparent
claims to represent the area and the people who lived and worked within it. The Greater
Sylhet Development and Welfare Council (GSD&WC) sent a letter to Ali’s publisher outlining
its opposition to the book, and when Brick Lane was shortlisted by the Booker Prize panel, the
letter was sent to its head judge, John Carey. Larry Finlay, managing director of Transworld
Publishers, a Random House company, was reported by the BBC in December 2003 as having
said: ‘A representative of The Greater Sylhet Development and Welfare Council in UK wrote
to us earlier in the year expressing objections to certain passages in Brick Lane. As we replied
to him at the time, Brick Lane is a work of fiction. Monica Ali’s Brick Lane is a novel that we are
enormously proud to have published - we find both the accusations against it and any demand
for censorship ludicrous’.57 The content of the eighteen-page letter sent to Random House and
John Carey was never made publicly available in its full form, only ever minimally cited in the
press. Notably the quotations focus on the GSD&WC’s moral outrage, rather than the specific
details of how they might be reading the novel, despite the fact that Finlay’s defence of it relies
on an agreement about how to respond to ‘a work of fiction’. Rather, the reporting established
two clear sides to the debate: those who defended the commitments of artistic freedom and
those who held to the commitments of social identity. Notably the British media view the letter
as a document whose existence is valuable in sociological terms - its existence as a form of social
protest was more important than its content. In this respect, the GSD&WC were afforded a very
narrow role of ‘critic’ of the novel - they were positioned as opponents rather than readers of
the text (a situation we will suggest is challenged by the contents of the letter itself).
What cultural commentators in Britain could agree on was that in 2004 ‘Everyone’s reading
Brick Lane’.58 Sarah Gavron, the director who would later take on adapting the novel for the
screen, remembers: ‘I read it when everybody was obsessed with it in the UK; it was a huge
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best seller. I remember travelling on the London underground seeing four or five copies of
it being read by different people of different ages, which shows its appeal across cultures and
generations’.59 Ali noted her publisher’s sales figures to a reporter: ‘892,163 copies sold in all
formats in the UK alone as of Dec 05’.60 Sales of almost a million copies clearly do not constitute
a readership of ‘everyone’, but that it was a best selling novel is without doubt. At the same time
that the GSD&WC was voicing its concerns, there was a growing consensus that Ali’s novel was
a contender for literary prizes in the UK and USA. Although it did not win the Booker Prize,
Ladbroke’s bookmakers made it their 2/1 favourite from the shortlist; it won the WH Smith
People’s Choice award for a debut novel, and was shortlisted for the Guardian First Book Award,
the Commonwealth Writers’ Prize and the US National Book Critics Circle award, as well as
being long-listed for the Orange Prize for Fiction.
The considerable hype surrounding the book led to its inclusion on the first list of books in
the Richard and Judy Book Club, which started in 2004. This book club, tied to a chat show,
mirrored the successful Oprah book club in the USA.61 Looking back on her choice of Brick
Lane, Amanda Ross, the show’s producer remembers:
Brick Lane was making an enormous amount of noise at the time. So I thought what will
people think if I don’t pick it … My producer had the instinct when she went to film her
that she wasn’t interested at all in being part of the book club. And actually said to me that
she didn’t think that she would be turning up at the awards and wouldn’t be supportive. And
she didn’t. Monica Ali didn’t need us. She didn’t need us to pick it. It was a phenomenal
success anyway. And it’s the only time I’ve picked a book that I don’t absolutely believe in.
And it was a big lesson.62
As the book became more popular, Ali’s ability to fulfil or not fulfil the expectations of her
multiple readerships became more pronounced. For Ross, it seems Ali was not the accessible
author willing to engage the show’s viewers. What was becoming clear was that Ali’s novel,
and Ali herself, were being called upon to play various roles within both a multicultural stage
of conflicting social values, and a twenty-first century publishing world that connected books
and authors to several media formats at once. Notably for Ross, Ali refused to operate within
the norms of reading, response and discussion determined by this new publishing world. As a
result, the book failed to fulfil the multi-platform requirements demanded by the programme.
The norms of a new media book group might be considered culturally distant from the
norms defended by the GSD&WC, but in both instances the novel and its author were seen as
transgressing an important set of standards, and thus failing to fulfil the requirements of moral
accountability placed on them.
Brick Lane’s value as a commodity depended on and complicated its status as (in Kopytoff ’s
words) an ‘alien object’.63 To be ‘alien’ in these circumstances incorporates notions of cultural
incommensurability in its many guises - Brick Lane was too different from the GSD&WC’s values to
be seen as describing a shared world and it did not fit the requirements of a new media vision of
popular publishing. But its popularity was also premised on its difference. Arguably this was a familiar
difference, one that served to confirm readers’ expectations about a local Bangladeshi community,
but it was nevertheless a difference rendered compelling by reviews of the novel which privileged
Ali’s ability to describe the hidden world of Bengali London to a largely uninformed readership.64
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As the book was exchanged between different kinds of readers, the various forms of its alienness - its
cultural incommensurability - became apparent, and even more so when it led to the screen. The
UK’s Channel 4 had optioned the rights to the film in 2004, but two years later, when Ruby Films
sought to film in the Brick Lane area objections flared up again. By July 2006 the GSD&WC had
mobilised local protests, and by the end of the month Ruby Films had moved their filming away
from the area. In this short time the controversy had engaged media commentators, news reporters,
local shopkeepers, residents, online forums and the letters pages of the press. PEN quickly came
to the book/film’s defence on anti-censorship grounds, just as it did during the Rushdie Affair over
a decade before. Community leaders, by contrast, were quoted as saying: ‘It [Brick Lane] painfully
reminds us of the insulting name of prophet Mohammed as ‘Mahound’ given by Salman Rushdie
in his controversial Satanic Verses’.65 The Satanic Verses and Brick Lane were repeatedly, insistently,
articulated within the global media at this time. The adjectives used to attack Ali’s novel - ‘despicable’,
‘shameful’, ‘filth’ - ventriloquise those of the Rushdie protestors fifteen years earlier, reiterating its
‘politics of offense’.66 Newspaper headlines re-circulated the incendiary imagery associated with the
Bradford book burnings,67 whilst the plotting of the event by its protagonists and the press seemed to
make the connection inevitable. Germaine Greer controversially asked ‘Do the Brick Lane protesters
have a point?’, prompting Salman Rushdie to reply in a letter to the Guardian.68 Greer summarised
the insult as she saw it: ‘Bengali Muslims smart under an Islamic prejudice that they are irreligious
and disorderly, the impure among the pure, and here was a proto-Bengali writer with a Muslim
name, portraying them as all of that and more’.69 For Rushdie, Greer was advocating ‘pro-censorship
twaddle’, but for others the fears of misrepresentation posed other problems.70
While the Guardian and Greer report an Islamic context to the protesting, critics in Tower
Hamlets (to our knowledge) did not identify themselves as Muslims, or cite religion as a
motivating factor.71 Clearly religious identities are significant for understanding the controversies
surrounding Ali and Rushdie, but unlike in the Rushdie Affair, the Brick Lane protestors
mobilised publicly as Sylheti or as part of a Tower Hamlets or Brick Lane community. Paul Lewis
from the Guardian reported a meeting on Brick Lane on 24 July where ‘community leaders
expressed horror at a scene rumoured to show a leech falling from the hair of a Bangladeshi
woman into a curry pot in a Brick Lane restaurant. ‘What will this do to our businesses, our
reputation?’ said Mohammed Tahir Ali, a trustee of Shadwell Garden Mosque’.72 Its rumoured
existence was enough to encourage anxiety, and the question of who owned Brick Lane/Brick
Lane was clearly framed as economic as well as cultural. On 26 July, the Campaign Against
Monica Ali’s Film Brick Lane was launched by Abdus Salique, future Mayor of Tower Hamlets
(2008-9) and then chair of the Brick Lane Traders’ Association, local businessman, and Labour
Party member, as well as the most prominent protagonist in the Brick Lane furore. The next
day, filming was pulled from the area. The planned protest against the film and book still took
place, and although Abdus Salique was reported to be planning to burn the novel, this did not
happen. In the event, the book was binned rather than burned, in what Hasan Suroor in The
Hindu described as a pale imitation of the Bradford furore, a ‘damp squib’, rather than ‘Rushdie
Affair Mk II’.73 Salique’s rationale, however, was published: ‘[If] she [Ali] has the right to freedom
of speech, we have the right to burn books’.74 By the time the film premiered, the battle seemed
to have ended. Its first screening at the Toronto Film Festival in 2007 drew no protesters, but
the sense of controversy did not vanish completely. Somewhat incongruously, the final group to
engage with the book/film furore came from the UK’s royal family: Prince Charles pulled out
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of attending the Royal Gala screening of Brick Lane scheduled for October as part of London
Film Festival ‘over protest worries’.75 ‘The outrage economy’ (to use Ali’s words) had reached
the country’s supposedly non-political aristocracy.76
The rejection of the film and book, and the film company’s departure from the area might
seem a clear example of cultural incommensurability in action. On this view, Brick Lane remains
alien to Brick Lane to such a degree that there is no common ground on which to stage any
dialogue or debate. But this was not the case, and the uses to which Brick Lane was put - as
material object, as textual content, as film, as autobiography, as social document, as commodity
- reveal in detail the negotiated demands of everyday cultural contact and clashes. Padraig
O’Brien, reporting for BBC London News suggested that the filming controversy raised the
following questions: ‘Who owns Brick Lane, for starters? And also what happens when artistic
expression comes head to head with community pride?’77 The echoes established across these
questions, between ownership and artistic expression, are symptomatic of what Sarah Brouillette
has recently called ‘the politics of gentrification’ in Brick Lane literature (including Ali’s Brick
Lane). For instance, Brouillette cites Salique’s concern that local residents’ own attempts to turn
the vicinity into an ‘an icon of east London’ have been hijacked, before going on to suggest:
Ali’s reception is in part the product of concern that those newly arriving with more elite
forms of cultural and economic capital may displace, undermine, or otherwise weaken the
forms of currency held by existing local spokespeople. As I’ve suggested, in this field of
competitive interaction, the various players, all in their own ways engaged in producing
‘Brick Lane’, attempt to delimit who projects images of the area and accrues capital based
on their circulation to disparate readers, tourists, or homebuyers - all consumers who may
have values and interests that do not align with the image of the local population that critics
of Brick Lane were working to perpetuate in their protests.78
The biography of Brick Lane reveals a complex and competing circuit of consumers and
commodities, a book and a film, readers and real estate. But if the competing distinctions and
values that emerged in the battle over Brick Lane concerned the concrete currency of bricks
and mortar, where does this leave the notably immaterial act of not reading? Not reading might
appear on one level part of a blunt, if ironic and ill-fated (given the furore attached to it doubtless
increased sales) refusal to buy into a book that is also a brand (and we might also be reminded
here of the backlash that has accompanied Oprah Winfrey’s book endorsements, encapsulated
in the famous refusal by the American novelist Jonathan Franzen to appear on her show after
she had picked his novel Corrections for her book club, a decision that ‘blurred the well tended
line separating high and low culture in the United States’.79) However, as we have already
argued, not reading is more than simple negation, but an intense and multi-dimensional activity
involving, to adapt Brouillette’s vocabulary, a particular engagement with and production of
‘Brick Lane’. Within this context not reading (as productive engagement) was bound up with
questions of value and distinction (in Bourdieu’s sense of cultural hierarchies, as opposed to
literal gentrification) not dissimilar to those accounted for by Brouillette.
‘Reading’ in these accounts thus becomes a morally-invested term, not only in the way it
attaches value to a range of competing practices, but also in the way that the discourses of
reading, not reading or partial reading are deployed to perform moral work in defending or
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attacking Ali’s text. In a comment piece in the Guardian, Fareena Alam represents protesters who
have ‘not read’ as misguided and unreasonable: reliant on the hearsay of others, unappreciative
of the benefits that an association with Ali might bring to their community, and volatile and
uncontrolled in their response to the book:
Most Bengalis I spoke to - from the waiter at my local Indian restaurant to social workers and
politicians - have not read the book, but they have heard that Ali makes insulting remarks
about certain segments of the community. Never mind that one of their own is this year’s
most celebrated writer. A Bangladeshi politician visiting London could barely control his
temper as he demanded to know why I was reading the book: ‘She calls all Sylhetis rickshaw
drivers! What does she know? I tell you, someone paid her to write this rubbish!’80
Alam’s unnamed Bangladeshi politician recognises Brick Lane in terms of a controversy in which
books should not be read, or at the most they should be read for the purposes of censorship.
According to Alam’s reckoning of ‘the burden of representation’, she needed to account for her
own decision to read the book in a debate that was quickly pitching how to be a good reader
against how to be a good Bangladeshi.
In letters sent to the national press in the wake of the protests, many questioned the protesters’
claims to have read the text. In this letter to the Guardian from an east London bookseller,
the writer asserts a further hierarchy of reading: good reading (which prompts ‘thoughtful’
and ‘lively’ debate) and poor reading, which fails to distinguish between documentary realism
and ‘imaginative fiction’, and which is conducted, not objectively, but in order to have ‘blind
prejudice’ confirmed:
As an east London bookseller, I am astonished at your report about Brick Lane … Have those
who protest actually read the book as a work of imaginative fiction? We should not allow
blind prejudice to censor works of art. We were delighted to welcome Ali to talk about her
book on publication and there was a lively and thoughtful discussion at this well-attended
event. A lot of us in Newham thought she should win the Guardian First book award.81
Archer’s association of not reading with ‘blind prejudice’ points to the contested and multiaccentual character of the term: if not reading for some protestors was a reaction to Brick Lane’s
prejudiced depictions, Archer and other advocates of the book associate not reading itself
with prejudice. In widely reported media accounts of the ‘Brick Lane’ protests, ‘not reading’
is assumed to characterise the activity of ‘protesting against a book’ and at the same time to
undermine the protesters’ right to protest. Two ‘counter-protesters’ for instance, are described as
challenging the Sylheti protesters during the march with the charge that they had not ‘actually
read the book’. In a comment piece responding to the same protest, the moral deficiency of
‘not reading’ is again highlighted in the way in which Nick Cohen represents the protesters as
exposed or ‘caught out’ as non-readers:
Their bluff was called during one demonstration, when a young Asian man stepped forward
to ask if the protesters had actually read the book. Their furious reaction suggested they
hadn’t.82
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A second counter-protester, Dan Simon (who was taken aside by police) justifies his challenging
behaviour in terms of the ignorance and misapprehension under which the protesters labour as
a result of their ‘not reading’ the text: ‘A lot of these people will not have read the book and it’s
really not that inflammatory’.83 The moral account of ‘not reading’ or ‘partial reading’ expressed
by the writer of this article and attributed to one of the protesters, Shochall Salique (the son of
the leader of the protests), bears notable similarity to the confessional accounts of non-reading
by book group members: ‘Shochall admits to not having read the book, but says he has read ‘bits
and pieces’ of it while having other sections explained to him by others’ (emphasis added).84
This ‘partial’ reading practice, whereby a text is filleted selectively for passages pertinent to the
concerns of protesting communities, can, however, be seen as another form of ‘reading’ along
a broader continuum of public consumption.
A selective or ‘partial’ reading of Brick Lane can be observed in the following online message
forum, Britbangla, in which a passage from the novel (approximately 200 words) is quoted,
concerning a description of Sylhetis by the character Chanu. This section was also part of the
extract that appeared in the Guardian when Brick Lane was short-listed for the Guardian First Book
Award in 2003, and tended to be invoked in almost all public debates around the novel.
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Here, Newbie highlights the ‘offensive’ text that supports his/her judgement of the novel’s
treatment of Sylhetis as a whole (a practice of offering supporting ‘evidence’ of an a priori
thesis that is in many ways identical to the practices of literary criticism, political essayism and
journalism).85 S/he then appeals directly to the supposed reader of the post (‘Sylheti posters’),
positioning them as the recipients of Chanu’s insults, with a gloss of Ali’s text before concluding
with a speculation that certain other races would be more immune to such negative representation.
Drawn from an early part of the novel, this poster does not quote the next paragraph: ‘Nazneen
wondered about Mrs Islam. If she knew everybody’s business then she must mix with everybody,
peasant or not. And still she was respectable’.86 This quotation begins Nazneen’s deliberations
over her husband’s values, and even the presentation of Chanu’s opinions register irony: should
we trust the opinions of a man who complacently ‘sat back and stroked his belly’, and who
Nazneen recognises as incongruously grandstanding in his own home?87 However, this more
‘contextualised’ reading of the passage is only one form of engaging with the text. It is a practice
which relies on ‘cover-to-cover’ reading, on the reader making theoretical distinctions between
narrator, author and character, on reading ‘ironically’ and dispassionately. It is also a regime
of reading associated with the academy and thus invested with forms of literary authority. The
poster here has a particular reading purpose: s/he is isolating evidence which supports or even
came to define a community consensus over the novel’s depiction of a particular ethnic group
(no matter that this was channelled through the voice of an apparently snobbish, prejudiced
and unreliable character - for protesters, this distinction was irrelevant). Such reading practices
need to be contextualised within the broader debate concerning documentary realism and the
‘burden of representation’, both of which discourses were ostensibly prominent in the media
and publishing promotion of Ali’s novel.88
Easily the most notorious narrative of (not) reading in the Brick Lane controversy was the
letter circulated in September 2003 by Kalam Choudhury, chairman of the Greater Sylhet
Development and Welfare Council, to Random House (copies were also sent to John Carey,
panel chair of the Booker Prize in 2003, and to the literary editors of the Guardian and The
Times). This was a letter that seemed at once too long (the press constantly referred to its being
‘eighteen pages’ in length) and too short (its citation and circulation in the media reduced
the epic epistle to a handful of extracted and repeated words).89 The question of length seems
important here, because a reading of the entire letter reveals its extended form was on one level
an ironic response to the accusation of not reading. The letter, which is addressed to Ms Monica
Ali, begins by referring back to a piece of correspondence a month earlier in which Nicole Aragi
(Ali’s agent) responded to a prior complaint about Brick Lane from the GSD&WC:
as advised by Ms Aragi I, along with a number of prominent members of our community,
‘took the time to read Brick Lane in its entirety’ to dispel the ‘incorrect impression’ as
allegedly received by us of your ‘fine novel’. Ms Aragi’s advice has turned out to be a blessing
in disguise, otherwise we would not have come to know all the most offensive and slanderous
invectives against Sylhetis in your book (p1).*
The sheer length of the much-cited ‘eighteen page letter’, with its meticulous, and detailed
attention to the text was on one level a parody of the agent’s exhortation that the Council read
the book in its entirety. Moreover, it seems a response deliberately designed to be commensurate
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with the length of the novel: ‘with profound regrets and utter disappointment, we are constrained
to say that, having gone through this 413-page work we find it thematically an anti-Sylheti
venomous volume’ (p1). The form by which the letter proceeds, and which generally involves a
list of quotations and page numbers from Brick Lane, followed by proportionately much longer
and extended accounts of the contexts surrounding them, seems, at a textual level, to repeat
the desire to reclaim the area from outsiders, that Brouillette earlier observed at a geographical
level. More than just a parody of the not reading label then, the letter might be read as a
territorialisation of text through a process of over writing or out writing. Significantly, in his
cover letter to Booker chairman John Carey, Choudhury speaks of the Sylhetis as a ‘prestigious
community’, an adjective more commonly used to describe property and real estate rather than
people or communities.
Choudhury thus appropriates the ‘moral’ discourse of complete and ‘cover-to-cover’ reading
proposed by Nicole Aragi as a means of supporting his judgement of the novel. The letter’s
use of direct quotation and overall tone is palpably ironic in the initial paragraphs, his account
of his and the Greater Sylhet Council’s response to the text is framed by an appeal to the
moral authority of a practice of close and complete reading in a broader hierarchy of reading
practices. Choudhury cites in full, and with page references, the six passages from the novel
which refer directly to Sylhetis or Sylheti customs.90 He then goes on to refute the factual content
of these passages by providing counterfactual, historical ‘evidence’. For instance, in response to
Chanu’s claim that ‘most of them have jumped ship’, he argues that of 200,000 Bangladeshis
living in Britain in 1985, ‘not more than 10,000 were ex-seamen’ (p4). The novel’s focus on
the ‘uneducated’ status of the Sylheti migrants is challenged by a reference to the British
education many high-achieving Sylhetis received before returning to Bangladesh to take up
prominent professional posts: ‘By the year 1985, when Chanu was narrating the fictitious stories
to his newly wed wife in Tower Hamlets hundred of our educated Sylhetis had returned home
having successfully completed their studies in British universities…’ (p6). Choudhury cites a
passage in which Nazneen attempts to contradict Chanu’s view that Sylhetis do not represent
‘the best face of our nation’ by mentioning two prominent Bangladeshis who are also Sylheti,
‘Colonel Osmani and Shah-Jalal’.91 Although for many critics, this passage might offer the
most persuasive evidence that the narrator does not share Chanu’s point of view, Choudhury
dissects the detail of the passage to point to an ambiguity in Chanu’s response: ‘What did he
mean by saying, ‘I know who they are’. It could be good or bad’ (p12). Chanu’s hurried retort
does not reassure Choudhury that Chanu shares Nazneen’s view of the exalted status of these
two historic ‘heroes’. Whilst it is tempting to assume, as some commentators did, that the failure
of protesters to acknowledge the ‘flawed’ or ‘unreliable’ voice of Chanu was testimony to their
failings as readers,92 it is worth noting that Choudhury is able to acknowledge the status of Chanu
as a flawed character in the broader context of the novel, whilst simultaneously objecting to
the book’s power to represent a particular community negatively by any means: ‘This is history
and not any fictitious ‘story’ as narrated by Chanu, the ignorant character of your book’ (p5).
In this way, Choudhury, complicates the status of Ali’s fiction and alludes to its ‘burden of
representation’.
This kind of close textual analysis, whilst selective and partial, bears clear comparison
with practices of literary criticism in the academy. Choudhury’s reading of Brick Lane is thus
informed by, and has consciously adopted, a particular version of ‘reading’ which is usually
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invoked to dismiss protest against controversial fiction. What Choudhury’s letter and the online
analysis challenge are simplistic dichotomies between ‘literary’ and ‘non-literary’ readings
which tend to inform critical accounts of the reception of controversial texts. Daniel Pipes, for
instance, writing about the reception of The Satanic Verses states that ‘assessing the accusations
against the book require that it be looked at in a literal, and very unliterary manner, for this is
the way it is understood by those who protest it’.93
Whilst Choudhury’s literalism might be deemed by many to be evidence of an unsophisticated
mode of reading, his microscopic and comprehensive unpacking of the textual representations
of the Sylheti community could be described in many ways as ‘literary’. Choudhury’s mode of
analysis arguably replicates the hierarchy of reading already dominant in British cultural life, but
he departs from literary criticism’s refusal to engage with ‘unfashionable’ ideas about the ‘burden
of representation’ or the responsibility of a text to particular constituencies of readers:
may we suggest that the literary critics would make a positive contribution if they openly
admit that Sylheti readers are justified in finding Brick Lane offensive. To argue that the
novel is a work of literature and therefore incapable of giving offence is not a view that is
reasonable to expect Sylheti readers to accept it (p3).
For Choudhury there is no contradiction between the fictional status of the text and its
responsibility to portray a real community based in historically accurate facts. In this way, it is
possible to read Choudhury’s letter, and other similar forms of protest, as a challenge to the way
in which text-centred literary criticism traditionally neglects readers. And by our own analysis
of a range of competing practices of consumption surrounding a particular text, we also begin
to engage with a broader cultural politics of reading which re-centres the voices of ‘real readers’
and revives the importance of reception to a full analysis of a work of fiction. As Aamir Mufti
writes about the Rushdie affair ‘[a] reconceptualization of reception appropriate to the cultural
realities of the present global conjuncture . . . must account for forms of ‘mass consumption’
other than ‘reading’ in the narrower sense of that word’.94
A SUPPLEMENT: THE RUSHDIE AFFAIR AND RECEPTION BY PASTICHE
Mufti’s broader conception of reading involves accounting for popular consumption whereby
controversial books are read erratically and intermittently through their circulation by media
reports, photocopied passages, rumour and hearsay. It is this kind of ‘piecemeal’, ‘fitful’ and
‘filtered’ reading of The Satanic Verses that constitutes, for Mufti, reception by pastiche.95 Reception
by pastiche helps us to re-think a variety of responses to Brick Lane considered above, as more
than merely not reading. Moreover, the term takes on a special significance within the context of
The Satanic Verses, with the controversy around Ali’s novel playing itself out as a further ‘pastiche’
of the controversy around Rushdie’s in the form of a series of discursive returns.
It is not merely that the Rushdie Affair serves as a complement to the reception of Brick
Lane, it functions rather, in Derrida’s sense, as a ‘supplement’: both replacement and addition,
essential and exterior to the primary narrative.96 The Satanic Verses not only made Brick Lane seem
possible, it in many ways made it seem inevitable. In this final section we trace some of the echoes
and repetitions across the two book controversies in order to establish a wider discursive context
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for not reading, before drawing some tentative conclusions about their broader implications
for reading formations.
If, as Daniel Allington argues, being offended by The Satanic Verses became a new way of
doing ‘being a Muslim’ in the late 1980s, being offended by Brick Lane in 2003 and 2006 was
on one level a repetition of this same process of identification: a performative act, learned
and repeated for a new context. Allington’s comment supports our more general sense in this
essay that not reading became identified as a specifically ‘Muslim’ response to texts around
and after the years of the Rushdie Affair.97 For some Muslims, it became part of a radical
rejection of texts they disapproved of, for some non-Muslims, a pathological sign of Islamic
intolerance and closed-mindedness, both to the novel and by extension, to the alternative
perspectives of others.
It is striking then that what structures the reception of The Satanic Verses and Brick Lane
most firmly as homologous, is precisely an insistence on the distinction between reading and
not reading. Rushdie himself was central to the production of this distinction in his earliest
reactions to the reception of The Satanic Verses:
It’s very simple in this country [Britain]. If you don’t want to read a book, you don’t have to
read it. It’s very hard to be offended by The Satanic Verses, it requires a long period of intense
reading. It’s a quarter of a million words.98*
Surprisingly, given the connotations it came to acquire within the context of the two book
controversies, Rushdie evokes ‘not reading’ alongside ‘intense’ reading, as a democratic choice,
a right of all British readers. If readers do not want to be offended by a book, they do not have to
read it: simple as that. Not far from this liberal, secular freedom of the non-reader, resides another,
‘extremist’ version of not reading, which was a central figure in Rushdie’s passionate defence of
his novel. In October 1988, in an open letter to Rajiv Gandhi, Rushdie mocks the Prime Minister
for allowing the Finance Ministry to ‘decide what Indian readers may and may not read’.99 What
Rushdie finds ‘profoundly disturbing’ is that the decision to ban the book in India was prompted
by ‘extremists, even fundamentalists’ who ‘have attacked me and my novel while stating that
they had no need actually to read it’.100 Rushdie goes on to patronise the PM by offering a brief
précis of his ‘quarter of a million words’: ‘Like my zealous opponents, you will probably not have
read The Satanic Verses’ (p35). Underpinning Rushdie’s position on not reading in this letter is
a distinction between the philistine decision to ban the novel, and support for it from ‘eminent
writers’ including Kingsley Amis, Harold Pinter, Stephen Spender and Tom Stoppard (p35).
Writing in response to this open letter, Syed Shahabuddin (MP), one of the ‘extremists’ it
names, mimics Rushdie’s satirical tone by invoking a very different type of non-reader: ‘the
sahibs themselves - all pukka Sahibs, mind you’ who have conspired to shortlist The Satanic Verses
for the Booker Prize, ‘the highest literary award in Vilayat’:
Perhaps it is just the sort of aphrodisiac needed to suit their perverted tastes. Not that many
have read the book yet - they do not have to - from cover to cover - to boast about possession
of a pirated edition or a smuggled copy. To have it is the thing, just the thing.101
Shahabuddin’s mimicry/mockery of colonial discourse adds race and empire to the already
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overdetermined hierarchy between reading and not reading explored in this essay, and is
reminiscent of Choudhury’s ironic tone in his letter to Ms Ali. If to read The Satanic Verses amounts
to a perversion of taste, not reading it (and in contradistinction to the more usual constructions
of not reading), is a sign of First World materialism and prejudice. Writing in The Spectator in
the summer of 1989, the conservative commentator Roy Kerridge claimed:
A bookshop in an out-of-the-way part of London is doing a roaring trade in The Satanic
Verses, fresh boxes arriving every day, and selling almost as quickly as they are unpacked.
Many of the bookshop’s new customers are very unliterary-looking people, who appear to
regard the Verses as a tract in ‘Paki-bashing’.
‘Have you got your Verses yet?’ a huge Irishman in a trench coat roared to his friend.
‘Sure, I’m just getting them now!’102
Leaving aside the question of what an unliterary person looks like, and what sort of race-class
distinctions are invisibly at stake in such an anecdote, this image of the consumerist non-reader
for whom The Satanic Verses is a sort of logo, seems close to Shahabuddin’s English non-reader,
for whom ‘to have it is the thing’. In contrast to this racist mode of not reading, Shahabuddin
invokes a subaltern implicitly Indian non reader who is nevertheless modern and democratic,
drawing on the collective, anonymous and freely available narratives of mass communication
to produce a compellingly popular mode of (not, or partial) reading:
The elite do not understand the dynamics of mass communication - how reports spread
and how rumours, sometimes exaggerated and wild, fly and take possession of the minds
of men. Translations, excerpts in various languages, comments in the local press, editorial
reviews and above them all, interviews … percolate down to form a torrent … For me, the
synopsis, the review, the excerpts, the opinions of those who had read it and your gloating
were enough.103
Although Mufti does not cite this passage (perhaps because like us, he is keen to move beyond
the divided camps of reception associated with the Rushdie Affair), its powerful image of the
partial reader working by rumours, reports, excerpts and opinion, would appear to inform
his theory of reception by pastiche. Mufti notes, for example, how in India, low literacy levels,
along with high access to popular media formats (video, television, radio) were central to the
creation of the gendered public sphere within which the book was received. While Mufti is
particularly concerned with a distinctively Indian-based, Islamic, as opposed to metropolitan
sphere of reception, his theory holds for the emergence of the Affair in both Brick Lane and
Bradford. For example, earlier in this essay we saw Monica Ali draw on press stories circulating
in the media, which foreground the consumption of Brick Lane by hearsay and rumour.104
Similarly, according to the Chair of Bradford Council of Mosques, the city’s Muslim leaders first
encountered The Satanic Verses when ‘[w]e received letters from Hixb-ul-Ulama in Blackburn …
enclosing extracts from two Indian magazines; we also received cuttings from a Bradford man
who had read the articles in India …’105
The pastiche of reading that surrounds both Brick Lane and The Satanic Verses reveals a
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distinctive and overlapping ‘regime of value’ that cannot be straightforwardly ‘read off ’ at the
level of discrete social groups, or at the level of the book as an immanent entity.106 Not reading
emerges across this essay as part of a reading formation that is both defiantly adopted and
emphatically rejected, is both imposed and elected, and that has been used to describe both
intransigent and extreme Muslim reception and decadent or racist Western reception. To describe
these varied practices as part of a singular reading formation is to assert how any engagement
with a book creates a system of connections. However, this is not to suggest that every reader or
reading act is the same. If we have proposed that ways of reading are never rigidly reducible to
ethnic difference, we must remain alert to the very real differences and asymmetries in social
position between alternative kinds of reader, and the varied social impact of their reading
practices. What gives not reading its collective coherence and resonance is less the social identity
of those presumed to stand behind the act, than the wider set of cultural hierarchies that allow
discursive distinctions between readers and non-readers to become coherent, consistent and
meaningful, as constitutive of ‘controversy’, at particular historical conjunctures. In terms of Brick
Lane, these hierarchies have their basis in, for example: the residue of interpretive traditions
which place a particular value on autonomous artistic judgement as the product of intense,
close, cover-to-cover reading; current Anglo-American anxieties around the emergence of the
non-reader that underpin the moral accountability of not reading; as well as the seemingly
disproportionate cultural and economic capital that came to be invested in and attached to the
proper names ‘Monica Ali’ and Brick Lane since 2003. In terms of the latter, not only does Brick
Lane come to demand ‘serious’ (which is to say ‘complete’) reading, it comes into conflict with
the gentrification of Brick Lane itself, where not reading was on one level a refusal to buy into
a particular brand. Further, we have suggested that the values attached to reading, not reading,
and the choices between them were variously attached to notions of freedom, tolerance and
democracy, violence, fanaticism and intransigence, that were never far from media constructions
of the relations between Islam and the West since the late 1980s, constructions which peaked
around the years of the Brick Lane furore. While such evaluative regularities cannot exhaustively
explain the furore surrounding Brick Lane as it has been examined in this essay, they suggest
the need to pause before evaluating ‘not reading’ as merely nothing. Not reading is a fertile
and contested site of meaning production that still has much to teach us about the significance
of recent book controversies.
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